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Abstract—With the recent epidemic of COVID-19-themed
scam and phishing, the efficient automated detection of such
attacks is crucial. Although many anti-phishing solutions, such
as lists and similarity and heuristic-based approaches detect
attacks, methods still can be improved. Classification accuracy is
highly dependent on the feature selection method used to select
appropriate features for classification. In this article, a multi-
objective grey wolf optimizer is used to select proper features for
classifying phishing websites through a variational autoencoder.
Our results indicate the superiority of the classification rate
compared with related work: A classification rate of 97.49%,
is obtained, thereby suggesting the feasibility of evaluating our
work.

Index Terms—cybersecurity; phishing website detection; anti-
phishing; machine learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Phishing exploits the most severe cybersecurity vulnerability
and the weakest link in the security chain [1] - the human
being. This was obvious in recent incidents where the attackers
exploited human error and emotions (e.g., anxiety and stress)
during the COVID-19 pandemic outbreak by targeting them
using phishing emails, applications, and websites related to the
coronavirus [2]. Attackers impersonated healthcare organiza-
tions to deliver fake COVID-19 related news and information,
while other well-known healthcare specialists, using phishing
attacks to get access to vaccine information. Moreover, they
impersonated using fabricated video communications plat-
forms, such as Zoom, Google Meet, and Skype, to mislead
users to download malware, for example ransomware, or
compromise data security [3]. More than 50% of their experts
have been targeted by phishing attacks when they worked from
home during the outbreak [4].

Phishing blacklists are a popular defense strategy aimed
at protecting people from phishing attacks. These blacklists
typically contain known phishing URLs, providing an access
control list. Google Safe Browsing (GSB) and PhishTank are
two of the most popular phishing blacklist providers [5].Phish-
ing attacks against financial institutions were still the most
common in the second quarter of 2021, according to APWG
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founding member OpSec Security, with 29.2% of all attacks,
up from 22.5 percent in Q2020. Phishing attempts against
cryptocurrency targets, such as cryptocurrency exchanges and
wallet providers, increased from 2% to 7.5% in Q2. However,
attacks on the most-targeted sectors increased significantly in
2021 as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Most-Targeted phishing sectors, Q1 2021

A. Motivation

Such incidents prove that the current security approach
against phishing attacks is inefficient and fails to detect such
attacks, in particular when encountering the new techniques
and tactics used by attackers [6]. However, these current ap-
proaches highly depend on blacklist- and whitelist-based, tool
bar, visual-similarity, and heuristic-based techniques, which
fail to discover the new attack patterns [7]. For example,
attackers can make a small change in the URL to bypass
the list-based technique, or they can discover the features
used in heuristic approaches to bypass the detection model
[8]. To address these challenges, the usability of machine
learning techniques has attracted attention and made security
researchers design more intelligent anti-phishing approaches
[9]. This is because they have high capabilities to deal with
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hidden attack patterns in data. They also provide a high
performance in phishing attack detection and fewer false
alarms compared with other techniques [10].

The discriminative modeling is to learn a predictor given the
observations, the goal of generative modeling is to tackle the
more general problem of learning a joint distribution over all
variables [3]. However, it may aid the development of useful
world abstractions that can be applied to a range of prediction
problems in the future. Unsupervised representation learning
is the search for disentangled, semantically meaningful, sta-
tistically independent, and causal sources of variation in data,
and the variational autoencoder (VAE) has been widely used
for this purpose.

However, the anti-phishing-based machine learning ap-
proaches are still facing two key challenges: 1) selecting
the most relevant features that can help in identifying such
attacks efficiently as they have a strong influence on the
decision-making process, and 2) selecting the best machine
learning algorithm that power the decision engine. In recent
years, deep learning (DL) has become increasingly significant
in machine automation. Deep learning systems’ success is
heavily dependent on the availability of vast volumes of
training data as well as the architecture used. The number of
layers, the number of neurons in each layer, and the number
of connections between layers are all factors to consider when
choosing an architecture. Another drawback of deep learning
systems is their reliance on gradient descent-based training
methods, which can fail to find a global optimum solution in
some cases.

Deep neural networks (DNN) provide a local optimum so-
lution in the majority of cases due to poor parameter selection.
There is no one-size-fits-all solution to these issues, and most
architectures are chosen by trial and error. It is, however,
impossible to find all potential parameter combinations via
brute force searching. Parameters must be carefully chosen,
since too few neurons can lead to under-fitting and too many
neurons can lead to over-fitting. The use of evolutionary
computation is one proposed answer to the challenge of archi-
tecture selection. Evolutionary computation technologies ef-
fectively solve optimization challenges by mimicking nature’s
optimized processes and behaviors. The ideal parameters for a
DNN architecture may be found using evolutionary techniques,
which can be phrased as an optimization problem. For the past
few years, evolutionary algorithms have been utilized to solve
this problem, although many academics are still unaware of
the most up-to-date methods for DNN optimization.

B. Contribution

We propose a Multi-Objective Grey Wolf Optimizer
(MOGWO) for VA evolution to improve the accuracy rate
”testing ” for detecting phishing websites. The following are
the study’s main contributions:
• For both optimized and generalized DNN architecture

selection, a MOGWO-based algorithm is proposed. This
algorithm is applicable to any phishing dataset and
requires no domain knowledge. The architectures that

were created represent CNNs which can be used for
classification or generation tasks

• In MOGWO-VA, fitness is evaluated using both super-
vised and unsupervised learning objectives. If only a
limited amount of labeled data is available, unsupervised
data is used for training, and a limited amount of labeled
data has been used in training to ensure meaningful

II. BACKGROUND

A. Phishing attacks overview

Phishing is a combination of social engineering and techni-
cal exploitation designed to mislead the victims and convince
them to provide personal and sensitive information such as
user names, Identity (ID), password, and credit cards and
with the objective of using it fraudulently [11]. Typically,
phishing attacks consists of various methods as shown in
Fig. 2, including:
• E-mail phishing: attackers send a fake email that seems

to be a legitimate one to ask the users to change or update
their information by following the provided link [12].

• Website-phishing: attackers create a fake website repli-
cated of legitimate site and redirect the users to this
malicious website using advertisements or using a link
posted in social networks such as Facebook and Twitter
[13].

• Key-loggers: This can be fake software such as fake
mobile APP or flash player update and its target collect
the user’s keyboard information such as bank accounts
[14].

• Content-injection phishing: attackers inject or replace part
of the content of legitimate site using malicious code to
mislead the users and obtain their credentials [15].

• Domain Name System (DNS) phishing, also known as
“Pharming” where the attackers modify the company’s
host files or DNS to return a fake address and redirect
the users to a malicious website [16].

• Session hijacking: this attack happens when the attackers
monitor the end-user session in a legitimate website when
they sign in to their account and do their transaction [17].

• Engine phishing: attackers create an attractive website
with sounding offers and index it legitimately with search
engines and thus the end-users find it easily in their
normal search [18].

• Phone and voice phishing: attackers use fraudulent phone
calls to convince people to give their personal information
[19].

B. Artificial intelligence (AI) in Phishing attacks

Artificial intelligence (AI) continues to grow as a power-
ful tool for predicting and detecting phishing websites [20].
However, implementing AI in phishing attack detection is still
suffering from too many false alarms as it is highly affected
by noisy and irrelevant features and data. Several studies have
been presented to improve the detection and prediction ap-
proaches’ performance and to design more intelligent solutions
to deal with the continuous evolution of phishing techniques



Fig. 2. Phishing attacks overview

[21]. For example, in [22] a Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI)
Model is proposed that defines the capabilities required for
cyber security practitioners. The CTI capabilities in this model
are described in terms of analytical component capability,
contextual response capability, and experiential practice ca-
pability. This research is an excellent guide for cyber security
practitioners and sets the theoretical basis for the CTI model.
However, there should be a communication factor in the CTI
capabilities model along with the other three terms, because
for several threats, such as social engineering and phishing
threats, communication is an important factor.

A feasible computational cost in Meta-heuristic algorithms
need to find near-optimal solutions. The core algorithms for
Meta-heuristic used agents for logical computation, for exam-
ple op, Particle Swarm Optimizer (PSO), Genetic Algorithm
(GA), Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm(ACO) and Grey
Wolf Optimizer (GWO) particles. Due to the fact for their
searching best solution, which led to figure -out the local or
the global optimum solution. While, DNN may uses back-
propagation (BP) or feed-forward neural network modify the
weight but that mean it will not produce the best optimal
solution. Hence, optimized weighted has improved in learning,
testing stages of DNN. By intersect the weights for the Meta-
heuristic and enhance the slope of the error rate as example.

III. RELATED WORKS

According to [23], similar character illusions can be
harmful in terms of social engineering attacks and plagiarism
detection evasion. In their research, they successfully analyzed
the homoglyphs or similar characters using a machine learning
approach with an average precision of 97%.

Their research is useful for defending against phishing
and social engineering attacks. However, more improvements
are required because composite homoglyphs and multiple
unicode characters were not considered in their research.

A hybrid ensemble feature selection method for phishing
attack detection was proposed by [24]. The cumulative Dis-
tribution Function gradient (CDF-g) is used to reduce the
primary feature subsets and then pass them to ensemble data

perturbation, where a single feature selection technique is
applied to multiple data subsets. The output of the ensemble
data perturbation was fed to an ensemble function perturbation
where multiple feature selection techniques were applied to the
same feature sunset. The main objective of using CDF-g is to
define the cut-off of features ranking and address the chal-
lenges of overstating or understating features numbers. This
proposed method was evaluated with several machine learning
algorithms. Their results proved its superiority in terms of
accuracy compared with other single filter-based selection
methods. However, it showed less performance compared with
the full feature sets in the case of random forest as classifier.
In a related phishing detection work, a study proposed by
[25] utilized two feature selection methods, Information Gain
(IG) and Chi-square for choosing the most relevant features
for phishing attacks. To identify the appropriate number of
selected features, the authors proposed a threshold-based rule
set. In this method, the two successive features for which
they have at least 50% difference in values of IG and Chi-
square was adopted as cut-off ranks identifier. Nevertheless,
the proposed methods performance still needs to be improved.

A comprehensive study for evaluating and comparing var-
ious feature selection methods and phishing classifiers was
presented by [26]. This includes filter measures such as IG
and Relief-F, Correlation-Based Feature Selection (CFS), and
the wrapper method. The experimental results showed that
the wrapper evaluator and the best-first: forward searching
method achieved the best performance in terms of accuracy,
which proved their efficiency in selecting the best feature
subset. In addition, the study also investigated the best clas-
sifier performance where the random forest achieved the best
performance compared with other classical machine learning
techniques. The authors concluded in the end that machine
learning techniques can be extremely effective in designing
anti-phishing approaches.

IV. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Based on studies on existing solutions, we see the need to
design a new hybrid phishing website prediction framework.
Our basic idea is that a MOGWO will improve the VA for
feature selection. MOGWO is selected because it shows the
best results in comparison with other metaheuristic algorithms.
Furthermore, MOGWO is chosen as the base algorithm be-
cause it comprises a feasible mechanism that supports the
weakness of VA by feeding their weights through MOGWO
ternaries. The proposed framework is shown in Fig. 3 and will
be explained in detail later in this section.

The MOGWO algorithm is selected as the candidate in this
research instead of other classical search algorithms, such as
Particle Swarm Optimization and genetic algorithm, because
its advantages are embedded in the search mechanism. The
key advantages are threefold, namely, the employment of
multiple elite leaders, the adaptive transition from exploration
to exploitation, and the stochastic nature in determining the
trajectory to approach or diverge from the elicit signals. These
advantageous characteristics endow MOGWO with enhanced



exploration capability and search diversity while maintaining
its efficient computational cost. Comparatively, other meta-
heuristic algorithms are more likely to be trapped in local
optima, owing to the dictation of the global best solution and
the lack of diversification in its guiding signals over the entire
iterative process. However, the hybrid method of MoGWO
with VA begins by assigning weights in the initial layer
for feature extraction. These values can be obtained through
iterative learning. In this case, MOGWO-VA can obtain better
performance than standard VA itself.

A. MOGWO

MOGWO is an enhanced GWO based on a multi-objective
meta-heuristic [27]. To allow performing multi-objective opti-
mization, two new components were developed and added to
the GWO algorithm [28]. The first component was an archive
for retrieving the best non-dominated obtained solution so
far during optimization storing. The second component was
a module that updated the position of omega wolves from
the archive through a leader selection method that required
MOGWO to select alpha, beta, and delta wolves. The unique
feature of the archive was the high emphasis on the mainte-
nance of the updating method. The MOGWO has improved
the non-dominated solutions in the archive effectively. The
proposed leader selection mechanism allowed the MOGWO
algorithm to show superior coverage and convergence simulta-
neously. In the following section, mathematical models about
the hunting techniques and social hierarchy of grey wolves
are given to assist in MOGWO and optimization steps. The
MOGWO design considerations to model the social hierarchy
of grey wolves mathematically are given as follows:
• Alpha (α) is the fittest solution.

• Beta (β) is the second fittest solution.

• Delta (δ) is the third best solution.

• The rest of the pack is omega (ω) as seen in Fig. 4.

• Hunting (optimization) is guided by alphas, betas, and
deltas.

• Omegas follow the three other wolves in the hunting.

Modelling the “encircling prey” step of hunting and the
mathematical foundation of the algorithms is explained in
detail in the original work [27].

Grey wolves can recognize their prey’s location and encircle
them. The alpha usually guides this hunt along with beta and
delta occasionally but an abstract search space, the optimum
(prey) cannot be located easily. For practical mathematical
simulations, alpha, beta, and delta have been employed to
know better about the prey’s location. Thus, these three are
the best solutions, and the omegas are obliged to update their
positions accordingly. Summing up, the search for prey begins
with the creation of the random population of the grey wolves

in the MOGWO algorithm. In most iterations, the leaders of
the pack estimate where a prey might be located.

B. Hybird MOGWO-VAE for feature selection

The variational autoencoder takes the input and returns
parameters for a probability density. For example, Gaussian
gives the mean and co-variance matrix. It can sample from this
distribution to obtain random values of the lower-dimensional
representation of z. Implemented via a neural network, each
input x provides a vector mean and diagonal covariance matrix
that determines the Gaussian density. The parameters for
the NN must be learned to set up a loss function. In the
meantime, the decoder takes the latent variable z and returns
the parameters for a distribution. This finding gives the mean
and variance for each phishing attack feature in the output.
Reconstruction is produced by sampling and implemented via
a neural network, and the NN parameters are learned.

L(θ, ∅, x) = Eq∅(z|x)[logpθ(x, z)− logq∅(z|x)] (1)

= Eq∅(z|x)[logpθ(X|Z) + logpθ(Z)− logq∅(Z|X)] (2)

= −DKL[q∅(Z|X)||pθ(Z)] + Eqθ(z|x)[logpθ(X|Z)] (3)

Algorithm 1 The procedure of MOGWO-AV
Require: Initialize the MOGWO population and set-up each

CNN layer;
Ensure: Calculation process: weights (w), biases (b) loss

function (fx)
Solution vector (x): w and b on the last layer;
while Termination criterion is not satisfied do

For total numbers of x’ do;
x’=x+4x, $L x’
if L x’ ≥ l (x’) then
x⇐= x′

else
Indicate transition probability p(x)⇐= x′ ;
All new layers update through x

end if
end while=0

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Initially, the experimental environment is presented in this
section. Next, the experimental design and dataset description
are provided. Finally, the performance evaluation is described
and explored. The CPU of the computer used in this experi-
ment is an Intel(R) Core (TM) Intel Core i7 @ 2.80GHz, the
amount of RAM is 32 GB, and the operating system is 64-bit
Windows 10. The simulation software is MATLAB 2021b.
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A. Preprocessing and Feature Extraction

These data consist of a collection of legitimate, as well as
phishing website instances. Each website is represented by the
set of features that denote whether the website is legitimate
or not. The dataset serves as input for the machine learning
process. In total, it features 111 attributes with 88647 instance,
excluding the target phishing attribute, which denotes whether
the particular instance is legitimate (value 0) or phishing
(value 1). We prepared two variations of the dataset, one
where the total number of instances is 58,645 and the balance
between the target classes in more or less balanced with 30,647
instances labeled as phishing websites and 27,998 instances
labeled as legitimate. The attribute evaluator used CfsSubsetE-
val, which evaluates the worth of a subset of attributes by
considering the individual predictive ability of each feature
along with the degree of redundancy between them. The
search method used multi-objective evolutionary search, which
explores the attribute space equivalent to evolutionary non-
dominated radial slot-based algorithm or the NSGA-II multi-
objective evolutionary algorithm. Fig. 5 shows how the URL

is separated into four parts.

Fig. 5. Separation of the URL [13]

VI. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

The dataset used to train the classifiers is based on
PhishTank, which have 112 features. It consists of 100,000
URLs that were collected in October 2021 and were ap-
plied in the training phase with a 80/20 split between
training and testing data, respectively. However, the fea-
ture selections have selected 17 feature numbers from
10,15,20,21,39,41,44,46,49,59,64,67,87,95,100,101, and 111 .
After the feature selection and extraction, we went to the
CNN for training and testing to determine whether the results
are legitimate or phishing. Given the feasibility of feature
selection, our classification rate shows better result than other
related works, as shown in Table I.

TABLE I
MOGWO-VA COMPARISON WITH ML, DL AND METAHEURISTIC

Algorithm/Method Type Dataset Accuracy
MOGWO-VA Hybrid PhishTank 97.49%
Adam optimizer and
DNN [29]

Deep
learning

UCI 90.38

RNN and CNN [30] Deep
learning

phishing and normal
URLs website

95.79%

CNN [31] Deep
learning

Phishing website
datasets.

95.02%

Auto encoder +
NIOSELM [32]

Hybrid Websites (PhishTank,
Alexa, DMOZ)

94.60%

Grey wolf optimizer +
SVM [33]

Hybrid Websites (PhishTank,
Yahoo)

90.38%

Genetic algorithm (GA)
+ DNN [34]

Deep
learning

UCI 89.50%

Convolutional auto en-
coder + DNN [35]

Deep
learning

Websites (PhishTank) 89.00%



VII. FURTHER DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Many aspects of a website, including the URL, page, content
features, domain features, source code, and so on, are used to
detect it. Thus, determining which features can be employed
to train a model to improve detection accuracy is challenging.
The prediction results may not be reliable if only a single
feature is used for detection. The use of a website’s numerous
features provides more information about the site, which can
aid in detection. The paper presents a hybrid machine learning
approach for detection of websites phishing attacks based on
Multi-Objective Grey Wolf Optimizer. In this paper, work in
progress has shown a feasible result in terms of accuracy.
While, the limitations of the study need to perform more ML
metrics with a large phihsing data set. In the future, we will
plan to work more in real time to make the MOGAO-VA the
rule for intrustion detection systems.
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